How CPG brands can capture
shoppers searching for trending
product attributes

What does the health and wealth shift
mean for the products consumers buy and
how can manufacturers capitalize on this
new opportunity?

Increasingly, today’s consumers make buying
decisions with health and wellness in mind. From
lifestyle choices to medical needs, the criteria that
drive purchase behavior have shifted to prioritize health
concerns. For this reason, consumers are increasingly motivated
to purchase products with specific attributes that meet their health
or lifestyle needs such as ketogenic, low-sugar, and peanut-free.

The health and wellness segment is projected
to accelerate from $175 billion in sales today to
$203 billion in sales by 2023 in the U.S. alone.

Values-based buying

Shoppers are more motivated to choose products that represent their own
personal values. For example, they might choose products that obviously help the
environment or have ingredients that assist with health concerns or contribute to
an overall healthier lifestyle.

Notable Statistics
The majority of consumers
and specialty dieters...

40%

Average consumer

60%

Consumer with
allergy/intolerance

In the past 12 months...

81%

Consumers

91%

Vegetarians

40%

90%

Paleo Diets

switched to a product's
competitor because it had
more robust and trustworthy
information about their
desired attribute(s)

are willing to spend more on
products that have their desired
attributes

Consumers shopping for
organic products compared
to the average consumer...

32%

are more concerned
about their impact on
the environment

33%

are more concerned
about living according
to personal values

of consumers have switched
products due to more robust
attribute information

Majority of consumers
have difficulty identifying
specific attributes...

67%

51%
on product labels

44%

of consumers will do additional
research to make sure a product
meet's their needs beyond
what's provided on a product's
label or online descriptions

on online descriptions

Top trending attributes

What are the current proven and growing trends we can expect over the next year?
Here are the top findings based on an analysis of Q2 2021 search and attribute
data from NielsenIQ Label Insight’s platform and market measurement data
from NielsenIQ

Health and beauty
Haircare
Free from sulfates
• Sales growth 3.2% current period vs year ago, 10.0% vs 2 years ago
• 510K annual e-commerce searches
• $4B in sales in the last 52-week period

528K

annual searches

6.2%

$17.1b

conversion rate

2.5%

dollar sales

dollar growth

Bath and body wash
Not tested on animals
• Sales growth 15.6% current period vs year ago, 48.6% vs 2 years ago
• $1.1B in sales in the last 52-week period

49K

annual searches

8.7%

$2.6b

conversion rate

8.9%

dollar sales

dollar growth

All health and beauty
Biodegradable
• Shows strong sales growth vs a year ago at 7.1% and huge growth vs precovid (2 years ago) at 73%
• 36% growth in search volume. 35K annual searches

35K

annual searches

$567.1m

5.2%

7.1%

dollar sales

conversion rate

dollar growth

Food and beverage
Yogurt

V

Vegan
• Sales growth 9.7% current period vs year ago, 28.5% vs 2 years ago
• 330K annual e-commerce searches
• $265M in sales in the last 52-week period. 18 qualifying products not
claiming on pack

6.9m

annual searches

6.4%

$77.9b

conversion rate

4.1%

dollar sales

dollar growth

Cakes and desserts
Ketogenic
• Sales growth 39.1% current period vs year ago, 917% vs 2 years ago
• 177K annual e-commerce searches
• $130M in sales in the last 52-week period

3.2m

6.8%

annual searches

$70.1b

conversion rate

5.0%

dollar sales

dollar growth

All food and beverage
Plant-based
• Sales growth 12.4% current period vs year ago, 36.9% vs 2 years ago
• 55K annual e-commerce searches
• $312M in sales in the last 52-week period
• 296 qualifying products not claiming on pack

2.2m

annual searches

7.8%

$2.7b

conversion rate

13.0%

dollar sales

dollar growth

Pet food
All pet food
Grain free
• Sales growth 4.9% current period vs year ago, 13.3% vs 2 years ago
• 183K annual searches

183K

annual searches

7.8%

$3.8b

conversion rate

4.9%

dollar sales

dollar growth

Joint health
• Sales growth 2.8% current period vs year ago, 19.3% vs 2 years ago
• 31K annual searches

31K

annual searches

10.5%

$2.9b

conversion rate

2.8%

dollar sales

dollar growth

Digestive support
• Sales growth 6.4% current period vs year ago, 21.4% vs 2 years ago
• 24.5K annual searches

25K

annual searches

8.4%

$3.9b

conversion rate

6.4%

dollar sales

dollar growth

The opportunity:
Activating trending attributes

40% of consumers say that they seek products
and services aligned with their values, while
only 13% are brand-driven

But before shoppers can buy, they must be able to find the products that align
with their lifestyle, values, and wellness needs.

The business case for change
As health and wellness rises as a category from the current $175 billion in sales
to $203 billion by 2023, we can expect to see increasing demand for shopping
experiences that make it easier for consumers to find the products they want
based on the attributes they’re searching for.

How to win missed revenue opportunities
To capture this missed revenue opportunity, CPG brands need to adapt to how
the modern consumer searches for products, including their strategies for search,
taxonomy, and product detail page content. Here are three ways brands can win
missed revenue opportunities.
01

Use data to understand
your customer
Consumer behavior is constantly changing. For
example, there might be a high volume of searches
for “keto” one month that is replaced by “low carb”
the next.

02

Develop an attribute-based
keyword strategy
Every product has specific product attribute keywords
associated with it, like gluten-free, low-fat, organic,
natural, kosher, sugar-free, etc. CPG brands need to
optimize their SKUs for search.

03

Use attributes in imagery on
the physical and digital shelves
Consumers looking through product images, whether
on a physical store shelf or an e-commerce image
carousel, should be able to quickly see relevant
attributes that they value.

Pro Tip
Adding relevant product attribute information (like gluten-free or sugar-free) to hero
images will encourage shoppers to click. Additionally, product detail pages should include
relevant terms that incentivize the consumer to convert or scroll down the page for more

A playbook for activating
trending attributes

40% of consumers have switched products
in the past 12 months due to more robust
attribute information

How can you improve the shopping experience, ensure qualifying products
appear in relevant attribute searches, and increase conversions?

Identify missed opportunities
In a recent NielsenIQ audit of 21 retailers, 80% of consumers' needs and
preferences were overlooked. If you are missing these kinds of opportunities, only
a portion of your qualifying products may be claiming relevant attributes, and
you may be missing trending terms altogether.

Determine which attributes to focus on
Consumers are becoming more educated, searching for product attributes down
to specific ingredients. Using NPI data, you can identify which product attributes
will be the most advantageous to focus on.

Position products to highlight attributes
Product attributes can be featured in a variety of ways to attract shoppers.

Advertising messages
Target your product marketing
messages to focus on the most
popular attributes a product
qualifies for.

Product packaging text
and graphics
Feature trending attributes on your
product packaging via text and
graphics.

Product detail web
page content
Highlight the attributes a product
qualifies for on the product detail
page online.

Pro Tip
According to our research, products that include an attribute in the first 40 characters of
their title received twice as many clicks as products where the attribute appeared later in
the title.

How NielsenIQ Total
Wellness can help

NielsenIQ Total Wellness is designed to help CPG brands and retailers boost
revenue by taking advantage of attribute insights.
Here are the ways they can help:

Deliver data-driven insight

Size the market opportunity

by using machine learning that

by learning which emerging trends

covers 99% of consumer queries and

are winning in your category and

provides 24,000 attributes per

having snapshots of your

product.

marketplace to inform better
decisions.

Tracking for better ad
targeting

Opportunity-cost analysis

and product development by

attributes so you know what your risk

tracking what customers are buying

is compared to the reward.

by evaluating the opportunity cost of

to gain important insights for
developing new products.

See your products in more carts
Get free access
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